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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Wireless mesh network (WMN) is a new trend in wireless communication
promising greater flexibility, reliability, and performance over traditional
wireless local area network (WLAN). Test bed analysis and emulation plays
an essential role in valuation of software defined wireless network and node
mobility is the prominent feature of next generation software defined
wireless network. In this study, the mobility models employed for moving
mobile stations in software defined wireless network are explored. Moreover,
the importance of mobility model within software defined wireless mesh
network for enhancing the performance through handover-based load
balancing is analyzed. The mobility models for the next generation software
defined wireless network are explored. Furthermore, we have presented the
mobility models in the mininet-Wi-Fi test bed, and evaluated the
performance of Gauss Marko’s mobility model.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The pattern of mobility of nodes in the network considerably affects the performance of software
defined wireless network [1-25]. In wireless local area network (WLAN), the nodes are mostly mobile
devices, such as laptops, smart phones and tablets, typically used by the people to get access to wireless local
area network. However, the wireless local area network consists of fixed access points (APs) and a number of
mobile devices.
The access point usually connects so many mobile devices, such as university students in a campus
and so on. The human mobility plays a major role on the wireless local area network performance evaluation.
In wireless local area network, node mobility is characterized by the trajectory, location of the mobile nodes
and analysis of migration patterns between Aps in the network [6-12]. When users migrate or move from one
location to another location, then they de associate and association to APs in the network. Another important
reflection about wireless local area network user mobility is that the mobility of nodes is often intermittent in
the time domain. In other words, a user can be connected with an access point, A at time t1, then
dis-connected from access point, A, and later on (at time t2 ≥ t1) “re-connected to access point A” in the
network connects to a different access point, say B. This form of mobility pattern is common, for example, in
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a campus network, where students move from, say, classroom to library, and turn off their laptops while
moving from one location to the other.
The next generation networks, such as the wireless sensor network and software defined wireless
network are connected in mesh topology, in contrast to the traditional wireless network, which is usually
connected in the point-to-point topology [13]. The wireless sensor network and software defined wireless
network are greatly affected by node mobility. Mobility plays a leading role on the performance of such
networks. This study focuses on explaining the extensive research works devoted to the next generation
wireless network, namely the software defined wireless network mobility models. The mobility models have
a major goal of mimicking the human behavior, animal behavior or even vehicular mobility [14, 15].

2.

RELATED WORKS
In this section, the prior research works, related to node mobility models for the next generation
software defined network and wireless sensor network, are discussed. Some of the research works on
mobility models for the next generation network are discussed in [16-20]. The traditional wireless local area
network is based on the point-to-point or point-to-multi-point topologies [16]. However, recently, the new
networking topology, the mesh topology has emerged in the wireless network systems. The mesh topology
has become not as an option but it is a necessity in the next generation wireless networks, such as the
Wireless Sensor Networks, where nodes are required to transmit their data with peering devices. In such
scenarios, the traditional topology will not enable the nodes to transmit their data faster with the nearby
nodes. Mobility management deals with two issues, the location management and handover management.
Location management is task of monitoring the location of every node in the wireless network and handover
management deals with how nodes can be handed over from an access point to another access point. The
handover decision is made based on the signal strength or the load of access points.
Mobility model describes the mathematical model used to describe the motion of mobile nodes in a
wireless network. Gauss Markov’s mobility model, as its name suggest is a Gaussian based mobility
model [17]. The random Way Point is a simplest mobility model widely used in evaluation of MANE
protocols [18]. This is due to its simplicity in implementation. This model chooses a random destination and
constant speed, which the node uses to, reaches its destination. The parameters required for this model are,
the maximum and minimum speed and the pause time.
Mobility models have a great influence on the performance of wireless mesh networks [19]. This is
because node movement may overload some Access points in the network while other access points are free
in the network. The recent mobility model widely used in wireless network for real network mobile node
mobility emulation which is supported by the mininet-Wi-Fi, the software defined wireless network is the
Gauss Markov’s mobility model [20].

2.1. Wireless network mobility models
A mobility model is a method for simulating motions of mobile nodes in wireless networks used
primarily for simulation. Mininet-WiFi supports the following mobility models:
 RandomWalk,
 TruncatedLevyWalk,
 RandomDirection,
 RandomWayPoint,
 GaussMarkov,
 ReferencePoint and
 TimeVariantCommunity.
2.1.1. Gauss Markov’s mobility model
This section discusses Gauss Markov’s mobility model; in detail as the focus of this study is the
Gauss Markov’s mobility model. This model is usually applied to position nodes in high mobility network.
This model employs two parameters [4], speed and direction. Each node in the network, updates its speed and
direction in the pause time. Moreover, the Gauss Markov’s model provides better authentic model for mobile
nodes. Figure 1, shows the schematic diagram of node movement when the Gauss Markov’s model used in
node mobility, with parameters max_x=200, max_y=200, speed=20 and time=1). Figure 1, demonstrates the
pseudo code for creating Gauss markov’s mobility model in software defined wireless network emulation
tool, mininet Wi-Fi.
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In Figure 2, the Gauss Markov’s mobility model is demonstrated. Three mobile nodes, namely,
Station-1, Station_3, and Station_3 are created for emulating Gauss Markov’s mobility model in a software
defined wireless local area network covering 300 by 300 meters square area.

Figure 1. Pseudo code of Gauss Markov's mobility model

Figure 2. Gauss Markov’s node mobility model, mininet-Wi-Fi graph

3.

RESEARCH METHOD
In this research, mininet-Wi-Fi emulation tool is employed to simulate the Gauss Markov’s mobility
model in software defined wireless mesh network. The Gauss Markov’s mobility model is one of the
mobility model for software defined wireless network to measure the transmission control protocol (TCP)
traffic between mobile stations in the software defined wireless network emulation environment, we
employed IPERF, a TCP traffic bandwidth measurement tool.

4.

RESULTS AND DICUSSIONS
In this section, we will create a scenario where one station moves about in a virtual space, and where
it changes which access point it connects to, based on which access point is the closest to it. The test-bed
based emulations were carried out using the mininet-wifi emulation tool. For the emulation of Gauss
Markov’s mobility model we have created the mesh network topology consisting of three nodes as shown in
Figure 3 using the mininet-Wi-Fi emulation tool. Figure 3 shows wireless local area network mesh topology.
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Figure 3. Mesh topology, with three nodes

4.1. Mobility based handover
To create the scenario where stations in the wireless network will be mobile, we have set the range
of the access points. In our test-bed environment we have used the strongest signal first (ssf) as the
Association Control method. The range of each access point is employed to analyze where handoffs occur
between access points and which stations may connect to which access points.
Mininet-WiFi can also automatically move stations around based on predefined mobility models.
The GaussMarkov, for example is used to move a station around in an area 300 meters by 300 meters with a
minimum velocity of 0.1 meters per second and a maximum velocity of 0.2 meters per second, using the
python scrip shown in (1).
net. startMobility (startTime=0, model='GaussMarkov', max_x=300, max_y=300, min_v =0.1,
max_v=0.2).
(1)
Figure 4 shows how Mininet-WiFi implements scenarios with mobile station that hand off between
access points. Figure 4 (a) shows mobile station originally connected with access point (AP1) and
Figure 4 (b) shows the hand off station-1 to access point (AP2). Mininet-WiFi will automatically connect and
disconnect stations to and from access points based on either calculated signal strength or load level.
net. startMobility (startTime=0, model='GaussMarkov', max_x=140, max_y=140, min_ v=0.7,
max_v=0.9, AC='ssf')
(2)
The hand off is determined based on strength of the signal, strongest signla first (ssf), association
method is used in the above scenario. To verify that if the sation Sta1 is connected to access point AP1, we
can use the following commands shown in (3) and (4).
Before handoff mininet-wifi> sta1 iw dev sta1-wlan0 link

(3)

Connected to 02:00:00:00:03:00 (on sta1-wlan0) SSID: ssid_ap2 After hand off mininet-wifi> sta1
iw dev sta1-wlan0 link
(4)
Connected to 02:00:00:00:04:00 (on sta1-wlan0) SSID: ssid_ap1
4.2. TCP traffic performance
The performance of transmission control protocol (TCP) traffic between mobile stations is measured
using IPERF with Gauss Markov’s mobility model in Mininet-Wifi test bed environment is shown in Figure
5. As demonstrated in Figure 5, the performance of software defined wireless mesh network improves with
handover employing the Gauss Markov’s mobility model. The mobility model crucial for moving mobile
nodes from overloaded wireless access point to the less overloaded access points, providing load balancing
and ultimately improves the performance of the network.
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(b)

Figure 4. Mobility model in Mininet-Wi-Fi; (a) mobile nodes, Mesh Aps and (b) signal strength-based
hand off

Figure 5. TCP traffic performance

5.

CONCLUSION
Software defined wireless network (SDWN) is an emerging wireless network. In software defined
wireless network, nodes are required to form a full mesh topology to enable communication between the
nodes such as transmission of data between the nodes. In this study, we have emulated software defined
wireless network using mininet-Wi-Fi and explored the Gaussian mobility model which is widely employed
in software defined wireless network, to analyze and define the features of user mobility from one access
point to the other access point. Experimental result appears to prove that the mobility model has a great
influence on the network performance. Overall, load balancing handover, approach with mobility model
improve the performance of software defined wireless network.
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